Abstract: The efficiencies of energy extraction and conversion systems are typically expressed using energy return ratios (ERRs) such as the net energy ratio (NER) or energy return on investment (EROI). A lack of a general mathematical framework prevents inter-comparison of NER/EROI estimates between authors: methods used are not standardized, nor is there a framework for succinctly reporting results in a consistent fashion. In this paper we derive normalized mathematical forms of four ERRs for energy extraction and conversion pathways. A bottom-up (process model) formulation is developed for an n-stage energy harvesting and conversion pathway with various system boundaries. Formations with the broadest system boundaries use insights from life cycle analysis to suggest a hybrid process model/economic input output based framework. These models include indirect energy consumption due to external energy inputs and embodied energy in materials. Illustrative example results are given for simple energy extraction and conversion pathways. Lastly, we discuss the limitations of this approach and the intersection of this methodology with "top-down" economic approaches.
Introduction
The overall efficiency of our energy extraction and conversion systems strongly influences the economics of energy supply and the environmental impacts of the energy consumed by end users. This "systems scale" efficiency of energy production and processing is difficult to conceptualize and difficult to measure rigorously.
Net energy analysis (NEA) is a broad class of methods used to determine the effectiveness of energy capture and conversion systems [1] . In this sense, NEA is the systems-scale analog to efficiency analysis of technologies. The end result from NEA is often an energy return ratio (hereafter ERR), which compares the amount of energy consumed in extracting an energy resource to the amount of valuable energy provided to society (or to the next stage in the energy processing chain if a tighter system boundary is used). For example, a gas turbine might be characterized by a well-defined conversion efficiency (e.g., MJ electricity/MJ natural gas input, LHV basis), while the efficiency of a natural gas extraction, processing, and distribution pathway can be measured using an ERR. Numerous ERRs exist, and the usefulness of a given ratio depends on its formulation and the question of concern. Net energy analysis rose and then fell from favor in the energy analysis community, with high interest occurring from ≈1975-1985 and again in recent years [1] . One factor in the declining interest in NEA in the 1980s were concerns that an ERR provides no additional information beyond economic analyses [2] . Also, NEA faced methodological difficulties without clear solutions. Recent interest has been spurred by concerns over oil depletion [3, 4] and interest in the fundamental energetics of the transition to renewable resources [5, 6] . This recent resurgence in interest in NEA sees current attention focused on a specific ERR known as the energy return on investment, or EROI [7] .
In this paper we develop a general mathematical framework for calculating ERRs in a bottom-up fashion. We generate formulas for four ERRs for a general n-stage energy extraction and conversion pathway with varying system boundaries. These ERRs are calculated using both magnitudes of flows (a "flow-based" formulation) and processing efficiencies (an "efficiency-based" formulation). We then compute ERRs for simple illustrative conversion pathways, showing that the results conform to those expected from intuition. Lastly, we discuss the limitations of this approach and discuss extensions such as multi-fuel pathways and integration with top-down economic modeling.
Energy Ratios and Their Uses

Development of Energy Return Ratios
The net energy output from an energy extraction and conversion pathway is the energy made available from a natural resource in useful form less that energy consumed in extracting, upgrading, and distributing the energy [1] . Net energy analysis (NEA) seeks to compare this net output to the energy consumed in producing the output.
Historically, Hall developed the concept of energy return on investment (EROI) and applied it to migrating fish populations [8] . Other roots of NEA include the work of Odum on power flows in social and environmental systems [9] . An early formal framework was developed by the Colorado Energy Research Institute (CERI) [10] , which outlined pathways ("trajectories" in their terminology) of energy conversion processes ("modules") with a variety of primary energy input types. In the CERI framework, there are two types of inputs to each module: principal energy, or the energy resource undergoing extraction and refining, and external energy, or other energy types consumed in the pathway. Also, there are two types of energy that emerge from a given process: energy products, which represent the useful modified principal energy stream, and energy losses, which are outputs of energy in non-useful forms (waste heat or physical loss of product).
Later, Spreng illustrated a simple case of gross vs. net energy requirements in a one-energy-resource economy [11] (p. 132). Similar diagrams were developed by Hannon [12] and others. In these simple NEA models, there is only one energy type, and the extraction and refining of energy consumes energy of that type. This formulation can be used to construct "self net-energy ratios", which assume that the process provides its own direct and indirect energy inputs.
A variety of complexities and additions to NEA models have been made over time, including differentiating the fractions of fossil and renewable energy used in a process [13] , and including temporal aspects of energy return over time [12] . Recently, Spitzley and Keoleian [13] listed numerous published definitions of energy return ratios, starting with the work of Odum in the early 1970s, in a review focused on ratios that differentiate between fossil and renewable energy inputs. Modern efforts to standardize NEA methodologies have focused on standardization of EROI [14, 15] .
The Usefulness of Energy Return Ratios
Energy return ratios give different information depending on their formulation. For example the net energy ratio (NER) has as its numerator net output of refined energy to society, while the denominator contains all energy consumed in the energy production and refining process. In contrast, the denominator of the net external energy ratio (NEER) includes only those inputs that are consumed from the existing industrial energy system, excluding any "self use" (e.g., produced oil burned on site to power oil producing operations). Therefore, the NER is a more comprehensive measure of the total energy return from a production pathway, and will be closely correlated with environmental impacts of a pathway (such as greenhouse gas emissions). In contrast, the NEER is a more useful measure of the potential growth in energy supply to society because it only counts those inputs that must be produced and delivered externally through the existing energy supply system. Useful information can be obtained by comparing the values of NER and NEER for a given process. This comparison indicates to what extent a conversion and extraction process is self-fueled. For example, recent studies of oil shale development in the Green River formation of Colorado found that NEER was significantly higher than the NER for in situ and mine-and-retort oil shale extraction schemes [16, 17] . This is because the oil shale retorting processes studied were fueled primarily by the energy content of the shale itself (either through combusting the spent shale "char" or by using co-produced HC gases to fuel shale retorting), not by external energy inputs. Thus, while the total amount of energy used in extracting oil from oil shale is large, comparatively little of that is commercial energy that must be provided by the rest of the energy system (thus NEER NER and the process is largely self fueling).
Energy return ratios can also help illuminate two important aspects of an energy system: the quality of the energy resource being extracted, and the ingenuity with which humans extract that energy. A shift from high-quality resources (e.g., light, sweet conventional oil) to low-quality resources (e.g., Canadian oil sands) affects the efficiency of extraction, the cost of energy, and the overall environmental impacts from our energy system. Similarly, the sophistication with which we extract and convert energy affects the end cost to users and the environmental profile of energy use. In practice, it is difficult to disentangle technological factors from resource quality factors, and both will simultaneously affect the values of ERRs [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Some have argued that the historical transition to high-ERR resources, such as conventional fossil fuels, has driven much of the improvement in quality of life in recent centuries [23] [24] [25] . This transition to high-ERR resources is a complex interaction of economic growth, technological change, and capital investment. For example, Sorrell [26] describes the intertwined processes that occurred early in the industrial revolution, whereby some of the energy mined as coal was reinvested into coal extraction, either directly (e.g., to run steam engines in order to de-water deep coal mines) or indirectly (in the form of steel for railways used as coal transport infrastructure). This positive feedback, driven by a high ERR resource, allowed the industrial system to push coal energy supply into all forms of industrial activity.
The Limitations of Energy Return Ratios
One problematic feature of NEA is that the energy return ratios used are often poorly defined. Methods vary between authors, and authors often fail to state system boundaries explicitly or to report data on the magnitudes of flows used in deriving ERRs. Recent efforts have been made to define standard methods of computing EROI [14, 15, 27, 28] .
Also, methods that sum disparate energy types often do not capture valuable attributes of energy sources other than their energetic content [3] . This problem is profound for electricity, which has a per-MJ cost (and value) significantly higher than the primary fuels used to generate it (such as coal). Huettner argued that net energy analysis will achieve similar results to economic analysis when fuels are valued solely by their energy content (such assumptions are the basis of so-called "energy theories of value") [2] . Since energy carriers are also valued by other characteristics (such as thermodynamic order, convenience, and cleanliness), energy theories of value are lacking as complete frameworks of analysis. Cleveland and others have addressed this limitation by weighting energy inputs and outputs by economic value [3] .
More fundamentally, ERRs cannot be comprehensive indicators because energy is only one of a number of scarce factors that have fundamental economic value [29] . Other prominent factors include time, space, information, and organized (low-entropy) matter [30] . This causes economically-oriented critics to argue that NEA is only able to capture a subset of the information contained in an economic analysis [2, 31] . Of course, other metrics for understanding energy systems (like conversion efficiencies) suffer from similar limitations. These limitations are offset by the fact that NEA is useful in understanding poorly monetized factors such as environmental impacts, as well as understanding the energetic usefulness of subsidized energy systems.
Another problematic aspect is that temporal aspect of energy flows is absent from simple NEA [12] . This can be illustrated by financial analogy: if a company offers investors a bond with a total monetary return on investment (say, MROI) of 1.2 (i.e., the investor receives $1.20 for each dollar invested), this could either be a good investment or a poor one: if it is a 10 year bond then this is a very low rate of return, while if it is a 3 month bond then this is an excellent rate of return. Thus, the total return on investment (whether monetary or energetic) is a less useful indicator without information on the time it takes to earn the return. Since all organisms, as well as our economy, are temporal entities that utilize flows of energy, total energy returns are only a partially useful indicator [1] .
ERRs are only well defined in relation to a specific investment project with a well-specified start and end date over which the analysis is performed. Any system that is the combination of many such projects with staggered start and end dates (such as the global energy system), specifying any finite time-period of analysis will not capture the true energy return, since current production is a result of past investment (possibly made before the analysis began) and investment in the present is made to generate returns at some future date (perhaps after the analysis has finished). Definition of the ERR as the ratio of gross energy production during the time period, t 0 to t 0 + ∆t, over all investments into the energy production process during the same period, assumes that the system is at steady-state, i.e., is not changing in size. This may introduce important errors in rapidly growing systems [12] .
Lastly, NEA suffers similar from the same general difficulties as life cycle analysis (LCA), of which it can be considered a sub-type. For example, ERRs are most useful when they are used to compare processes with equivalent final product outputs (e.g., comparing two methods of producing liquid fuels for spark-ignition internal combustion engines). NEA is often plagued, like LCA, by ambiguous or poorly defined system boundaries, and faces the danger of "truncation error" from failing to include upstream inputs [32, 33] . For example, when computing the NER of a solar panel, should one include energy embodied in the aluminum frame surrounding the panel? What about the food consumed by workers mining the bauxite ore used in aluminum production [34] ? There is also unavoidable uncertainty in dealing with co-product allocation. For example, oil and natural gas are often produced from the same well, and it is unclear whether the oil or the gas should be assigned the energy cost of drilling wells and pumping fluids. Also, should the cost be allocated between oil and gas based on proportional mass, energy content or economic value of the oil and gas? And lastly, there are ambiguities associated with accounting for internal energy usage vs. external energy usage. This is a sub-problem of the system boundaries issue [1, 11, 35, 36] .
Existing NEA Methods
Early methodological development of NEA defined two broad classes of methods for calculating ERRs for a given energy technology: "bottom-up" process analysis, and "top-down" economic input-output analysis [35] . Bottom-up analysis is derived from engineering process modeling. An energy production and conversion chain is divided into processing stages, each of which is modeled in order to determine mass and energy inputs and outputs. These energy inputs can then be summed to arrive at an estimate of total energy inputs per unit of energy output. In contrast, the top-down approach relies instead on the dollar cost of producing goods and services, and converts these cost components into energy quantities via approaches like economic input-output (EIO) analysis. This distinction between bottom-up and top-down modeling was the intellectual forerunner of the equivalent distinction in life cycle assessment (LCA) between process model LCA and economic input-output LCA [37, 38] .
A challenge with bottom-up process-model-based NEA is the inclusion of indirect energy costs, such as energy embodied in materials and services consumed during energy extraction. It is impractical to model indirect consumption comprehensively within a process-model approach, so two approaches are taken: tightening the system boundary to exclude indirect energy or include only the most energy intensive indirect sources (e.g., steel embodied energy), or using a "hybrid" approach whereby indirect consumption is modeled using economic-input-output based approaches [35, 39, 40] . In such a hybrid approach, engineering fundamentals are used to calculate direct consumption of energy and materials, and the energy consumed indirectly in making these inputs is modeled through EIO-based methods.
Developing a General Bottom-Up Model of ERRs
Here we outline a bottom-up framework for computing four ERRs for energy extraction and conversion pathways.
Model terminology is defined as follows. A pathway is an energy extraction and conversion pathway, made up of a series of processing stages and distribution points between processing stages. A principal energy flow follows a pathway during its extraction from the environment and any subsequent processing or upgrading before consumption in society, i.e., the main flow of energy through the system of concern. An external flow is a flow into the system of energy from a pathway other than the principal energy flow under consideration. For example, in an oil processing pathway, the primary flow is comprised of oil and oil products, while external flows of other energy types such as coal might be consumed as well. A processing stage is a technology or group of technologies that takes in a principal energy flow in its intake side, and consumes principal and external energy to achieve some modification of the principal energy flow.
Types of Processing Stages
A processing stage in our model is a general term for any technology (or functionally grouped set of technologies) that transforms the principal energy flow through it. Our model recognizes five fundamental transformations that can be performed on a principal energy flow:
1. Harvesting, capturing, or gathering of the primary energy carrier (the initial form of the principal energy flow) from the natural environment. This might include the lifting of crude oil from the subsurface or the conversion of energy contained in photons to electrical energy in a PV panel.
2. Shifting energy availability in space. This includes the transport of a principal energy flow from one location in space to another, as in the movement of crude oil from an oil field to a refinery via pipeline or the transport of solar PV electricity from generators to consumers.
3. Shifting energy availability in time. This is the shifting of a principal energy flow from one time period to another later time period (storage). Examples include the storage of solar-PV-generated electricity in batteries for use at night, or the storage of crude oil in oil tanks before processing.
4. Upgrading or improvement in the quality of a principal energy flow. This is a chemical or physical conversion that does not change the fundamental character of the energy type, but improves its usefulness or quality. An example might be an oil refinery hydrotreating unit that removes sulfur from distillate fuels (e.g., creating ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel from conventional diesel fuel). Another example might be the transformation of DC solar PV electricity to AC power in an inverter.
5. Conversion from one fundamental energy type to another. This is the use of a technology to convert the principal energy flow from one physical form to another. This is typically a more profound and fundamental change than upgrading the principal energy flow. For example, this might involve the conversion from chemical potential energy in gasoline (which exists due to hydrocarbons being out of equilibrium with an oxygen-rich atmosphere) to rotational kinetic energy using a heat engine.
The scale of a processing stage is not specified in our model. Depending on the level of aggregation desired, a processing stage could be as complex as transport of electrons on a region-wide electricity grid, or as simple as a single inverter that converts DC power from a solar panel into grid-ready AC current. Some processing stages are multi-functional (e.g., an oil pipeline transports oil in both time and space) and therefore ambiguity can exist in trying to strictly classify a processing stage.
Example of a Processing Stage
Our framework for a processing stage is illustrated in Figure 1 . Into the processing stage boundary (in this case for processing stage s) flows principal energy flow F * s−1 . This is the flow of energy from the previous process stage (stage s − 1) after principal energy flow to other stages is subtracted (see below). Within the processing stage boundary, some self-consumption of input primary energy flow (flow X s−1,s ) can occur in order to fuel the conversion process. At the black dashed line, we assume that the transformation or processing of the principal energy stream occurs. Out of processing stage s flows F s , the altered principal energy flow (again, this transformation can be refining, upgrading, storing, transporting, or otherwise altering the principal energy flow). Some of this altered principal energy flow may be diverted back into the processing stage as flow X s,s , reducing the amount of principal energy flow available to the next processing stage or to final consumption. Note that the notation for self-consumption (X) flows records the principal flow type consumed, followed by the index for the flow type created. Alternatively, since flow F s−1 can be thought of as the flow from the stage from which the principal energy flow arrived, and s is the stage into which the energy flows, the notation can be thought of as X s−1,s = X f,t = X f rom,to . In the first stage of a processing chain (s = 1) the principal energy flow is F * 0 and any self-consumed raw energy from the environment is treated as flow X 01 .
Using oil refining as a processing stage example, the refinery might take in crude oil (F s−1 ), consume some of the energy in the crude oil in the process of refining (X s−1,s ) in order to generate a variety of refined products (F s ). If some of these finished products are fed back into the process, such as diesel fuel used in trucks on site at the refinery, then this would be labeled as self-consumption of finished product (X s,s ).
Note that our model assumes that consumption of finished energy occurs outside of the process boundary (i.e., X s,s flows out of the process as part of F s and then back into the process). This formulation is based on the CERI framework [10] , which argues that external treatment of self-consumed finished energy is more explicit and avoids concealing energy consumption within the boundary that could otherwise be exported as finished energy (in principle, if not in practice).
After the processing stage s, a distribution point D s occurs where principal energy can be fed back into the process (or to other up-or down-stream stages) (see small circle). After this distribution point, the net output from the system F * s can be computed (as compared to gross output F s ). These distinctions become important below when comparing net and gross energy return ratios.
In addition to self consumption of the principal energy flow (either before or after conversion), external energy E can be consumed in a processing stage. We draw a distinction between internal energy and external energy as follows: external inputs are derived from an energy extraction and conversion pathway other than the one under consideration, while internal energy inputs come from within the same pathway, even if they come from another stage in the pathway. External energy inputs E are indexed by the pathway that generated the external energy (p = 1, . . . , m) and the processing stage in which they are consumed (in this figure, stage s).
For example, an oil refinery might consume external energy in the form of electricity generated with multiple fuels (e.g., natural gas and coal-fired electricity), or as natural gas for hydrogen production (so m = 3). Energy consumed that is generated downstream in the same pathway (e.g., gasoline consumed on site at the refinery) would be counted as an internal energy input X [41] .
Also, in order to count all energy consumed by a processing stage, indirect energy use must be counted as well. This indirect consumption occurs outside of the system boundary of the process and is required to supply external energy (E), labor (L), and materials used directly (M ) within the energy processing stage. These myriad indirect energy inputs are signified with I, indexed by the economic sector c in which the consumption occurs. These inputs therefore represent "embodied" energy within external energy and materials consumed in the processing stages.
The indirect use term I illustrates the requirement for consistent and well-defined system boundaries for processes. In our formulation, the system boundary for a process is a temporal and spatial boundary that separates the process from its surroundings (things that are not the process). Across this system boundary a variety of consumptive flows occur: energy can flow in to be consumed (internal and external energy), human labor and ingenuity are consumed, and materials are consumed in a consumptive fashion or for capital investment. Each of these flows can be associated with some energy consumption that occurs outside of the process boundary.
For example, a specialist consultant might work intermittently at an oil refinery. Any overhead energy required to support his professional practice could be allocated to the refinery as indirect energy consumption in proportion to the fraction of his services that it consumes (e.g., lighting and computer use in an off-site office). In contrast, electricity used on site by this consultant would be a direct energy consumptive activity, either an internal energy consumption (if it were co-generated on site using petroleum residues such as process gas) or an external energy consumption (if it comes from the wider grid).
Calculating indirect energy inputs comprehensively and accurately is difficult. Economic input-output (EIO) based life cycle assessment (EIO-LCA) has been used to track these direct and indirect consumptive factors [38] . Including this indirect consumption expands our model system boundaries from being a purely "bottom-up" process model to a "hybrid" process-EIO model, or a hybrid EROI calculation.
Returning to the example of an oil refinery, externally-purchased natural gas is often consumed in oil refining. EIO-LCA data suggest that consuming 1 MJ of natural gas directly results in approximate total lifecycle consumption (in all sectors of the economy) of 0.03 MJ coal, 1.04 MJ of natural gas, 0.01 MJ petroleum, 0.00 MJ of biomass and waste energy, and 0.01 MJ of non-fossil electricity [42] . Therefore, summing all of these coefficients results in an effective 0.08 MJ consumed indirectly per MJ of direct natural gas energy consumed [43] . In this model formulation, we assume that all external energy types are equivalent for simplicity-all energy types are summed using simple thermal equivalents [44] . [45] , neglecting indirect (embodied) consumption. Deviation from our simple model occurs due to the inclusion of some energy content from external natural gas inputs into the principal energy stream in the form of H 2 (called flow dE in this figure). This flow exists in reality but is not included in our simple model of a processing stage. Flows are rounded independently and may not sum exactly to 100. Flow X 11 is of uncertain magnitude (refined products use within refinery process boundary, e.g., diesel fuel use on refinery site). The addition of indirect consumption in our processing stage inputs shifts our boundaries toward that of the life cycle efficiency, as defined by Denholm [46] . The life cycle efficiency of a given process is equal to the conventional efficiency, with additional allowance made for energy consumed indirectly in the life cycle of a process. For example, a combined cycle gas turbine used for power generation might have a rated efficiency of 50% on an LHV basis, while if you add in the energy costs of capital (e.g., steel, cement), materials inputs (repairs and maintenance), and other indirect inputs (e.g., fuel to transport maintenance crews to the turbine) then the life cycle efficiency might decline to, say, 48%.
As an example processing stage, energy flows for the US oil refining sector are shown in Figure 2 . Note that this real-world case does not align exactly with our model: there is a flow dE in the model that incorporates external energy in the form of natural gas into the principal energy flow.
Processing Stage Efficiency
The efficiency of a processing stage can be defined in numerous ways. We define a number of efficiencies in order to usefully recast the ERRs defined below as functions of normalized process efficiency. Each efficiency is created by applying a consistent system boundary to a process with some subset of the flows included in the process (see appendix for derivation). By their nature, they are all equal to or less than 1 (less useful energy leaves a process than comes into the process). The simplest of these efficiencies neglects all of the "outside of boundary" inputs shown above, while the most comprehensive includes all direct and indirect inputs.
The most basic efficiency, called the flow-through efficiency, or η α neglects all consumption that originates outside of the process boundary. For stage number 1 (s = 1), η α is defined as:
η α represents the fraction of the input energy F 0 that leaves as useful output energy F 1 after losses and self consumption (X) are subtracted [47] . It is also useful to define a second efficiency η β , also called the consumptive efficiency:
η β is a broader metric, as it includes in the denominator the within-pathway energy consumed in the process as well as the primary energy input. Here n represents the total number of stages in the pathway (see below for discussion of energy extraction and conversion pathways). Next, we can generalize the efficiency further to include direct consumption of external energy (therefore called the external efficiency) η γ :
This external efficiency corresponds to what can be considered a gross stage efficiency: it represents total useful energy output divided by total useful energy inputs. For example, this might represent the total outputs of refined product from a refinery (before any self-consumption of refined product in the refinery is subtracted) divided by the total internal and external energy consumed in refining. As noted above, for simplicity we assume that all E p leave the stage as waste energy (i.e., are consumed) and none are incorporated into the primary energy stream.
Lastly, we generate the life cycle efficiency η δ , which is the most general efficiency metric for a process in that it also includes indirect consumption of energy:
where in this case we include the term I for indirect consumption that occurs outside of the immediate location of the energy processing stage. The use of these efficiencies to derive efficiency-based ERRs is outlined in detail in the appendix.
Energy Pathway Analysis
Using the above concept of a processing stage, energy extraction and conversion pathways (P ) can be generated by chaining together a variety of stages (labeled S 1 . . . S n ). A schematic n-stage model is illustrated in Figure 3 . As the figure shows, an energy extraction and conversion pathway can be defined as a series of processing stages of varying characteristics, efficiencies and functions. Depending on the extent of data disaggregation, a pathway can include arbitrary numbers of processing stages, and each processing stage can be of varying complexity (e.g., an entire sector or a single device). In between each processing stage a point of principal energy distribution (distribution point D 1 . . . D n ) exists, which consumes no energy but serves as the point where the principal energy stream can be diverted to other stages. Energy is conserved across process boundaries and across distribution point boundaries (see appendix). Each distribution point is subject to its own pass-through ratio φ: These results can be summed across stages (s = 1, . . . , n) and compared to the output from the process in order to calculate ERRs.
We generate mathematical formulations for 4 ERRs below, including the net energy return (NER), the gross energy return (GER), the net external energy return (NEER) and the gross external energy return (GEER) [1, 13] .
The NER is the ratio of net outputs to society to the total amount of energy consumed in production [48] . In contrast, the GER uses the gross output from the final processing stage (before any self consumption of the final product is removed). The NEER is computed as the net final energy provided by a process, divided by the energy input to the process from only the external energy system, and the GEER computes the same but for gross energy output. NEER and GEER are indicators of the ability of a process to increase the energy supply to society [49] .
These ERRs vary due to (a) the nature of the numerator (gross or net output); (b) the system boundary applied to the numerator (e.g., output of refined energy or output of raw energy from extraction); (c) the system boundary applied to the denominator; (d) the inclusion of all energy inputs in the denominator or inclusion of only external inputs; and (e) the specification of the ERR in terms of flow-based or efficiency-based variables.
First, ERRs can vary in whether they count gross or net output from the processing chain as the relevant output metric. For example, the GER for an oil pathway would count all energy products from a refinery as gross output, while an NER would subtract out all "backward" flows of refined oil products back into the process chain (e.g., diesel fuel consumed in drill rigs).
Second, ERRs can vary in whether they include downstream processing stages in the equation. That is, does the system boundary include further processing, or does it only include extraction? Some EROI calculations use "mine-mouth" system boundaries, where only raw extraction from the environment is included, while others include downstream processing. Our models focus on calculations that include all processing stages until an energy product ready to be used in society is produced.
Third, the system boundary applied to the pathway can be tightly-circumscribed, with internal self-consumption only, or very broad, with indirect energy use throughout the economy calculated using a hybrid-EIO approach. Our formulation below shows ERRs for three possible system boundaries, corresponding to the processing stage efficiencies presented above: consumptive ERRs include only self-use, representing the most restrictive system boundary; external ERRs add the direct consumption of external energy types; and life cycle ERRs add indirect consumption due to external energy consumption and embodied energy in materials.
Fourth, the denominator can vary depending on whether or not it counts internal (self) consumption as part of the production process input energy. An ERR can include all energy inputs to the process, which generates the NER or GER. Alternatively, if only external inputs are included (that is, internal energy inputs are ignored) then the NEER or GEER is calculated.
Lastly, ERRs can be specified using flow-based or efficiency-based variables. If the ERR is specified using absolute magnitudes of flows (such as F s and X f t ), we call this a flow-based ERR. If, in contrast, the efficiencies of processing stages (such as η α and η β ) are used, then an efficiency-based ERR is calculated. ERRs calculated using flow-based and efficiency-based frameworks are mathematically equivalent, and differ only in the required data inputs. If magnitudes of energy throughput are available, then the flow-based ratios will be more useful, while if technology efficiencies are available, then efficiency-based metrics are more useful. Using the above framework, n-stage models are generated for both flow-based and efficiency-based formulations. Formulations for NER and GER are presented in Table 1 , while NEER and GEER are presented in Table 2 . The flow-based and efficiency-based variables used in these formulations are defined in Table 3 . The attached appendix gives a full derivation of the models, including derivation of simpler two-stage pathways used to explain the logic of the n-stage ratios.
A key feature of life cycle ERRs is the reduction of the numerator (output energy) by some amount of indirect consumption of the principal energy stream ( c s r i I cs ). In any pathway, p, ERRs calculated using life cycle system boundaries must exclude the amount of principal energy from F n that is consumed (indirectly) in the production of external energy and materials consumed in pathway p. To develop these estimates, a hybrid process-EIO can be used (our model uses a single economy-wide factor for simplicity).
Again using the example of an oil refinery, consuming external natural gas in an oil refinery adds consumption to the denominator of the NER not only directly (through on-site consumption of natural gas) but also indirectly through upstream off-site consumption required to supply natural gas to the production process. Any indirect consumption of our principal energy flow (oil) due to the natural gas life cycle must be subtracted from the numerator. That is, some amount of finished oil product is consumed to supply external natural gas to the refinery processing stage (such as diesel fuel consumed in natural gas drilling rigs). This indirect self use lessens the net output of oil products to the rest of society from the oil extraction and processing pathway.
Most applications of EROI analysis in the literature aim for the life cycle flow-based GER (or NER in some cases), although often the method of computing EROI is not explicitly defined. We therefore include the EROI under the life cycle GER heading and consider the other forms of GER to be variants of EROI with different system boundaries [50] . Table 1 . NER and GER formulations based on flows of energy (flow-based) and process stage efficiencies (efficiency-based). The EROI as generally practiced would fall under the heading of a life-cycle based GER.
ERR Type
Net Energy Return (NER) Gross Energy Return (GER) Table 2 . NEER and GEER formulations based on flows of energy (flow-based) and process stage efficiencies (efficiency-based). and energy consumed from within pathway ( s1 X s1s2 ) and from outside the pathway ( p E ps2 ) as well as indirect consumption in other economic sectors ( c I cs2 )
ERR Type Net External Energy Return (NEER) Gross External Energy Return (GEER)
Consumptive (Flow) N EER β n = F * n 0 = ∞ GEER β n = F n 0 = ∞ Consumptive (Efficiency) N EER β n = n s=1 φ s η α s 0 GEER β n = n s=1 φ s−1 η α s 0 External (Flow) N EER γ n = F * n p s E ps GEER γ n =
Dimensionless ratio
Indirect self-use ratio r i -The fraction of indirect energy consumed that originally arose from the pathway in question. Can be determined using society-wide energy mix or sector-specific energy mixes.
Results and Discussion
A Simple Applied Example: Solar Photovoltaic Energy Capture and Processing
A sample implementation of such a model for a photovoltaic electricity processing (collection, inversion and distribution) pathway is shown in Figure 4 . There are large losses (81.2%) during the conversion of incoming solar photons to DC electrical output. The inclusion of incoming solar irradiance tends to paint PV in a bad light. To make a completely fair analysis, this should be compared with recovery (extraction) factors for crude oil which are often between 40% and 80% of oil in place in a field recovered as crude [51, 52] . This initial collection loss shall not be included for computing the efficiencies nor the energy return ratios however, the CERI report suggests calculating an energy ratio which takes such losses into account for fossil fuels since unrecovered resources may be lost to future generations [10] . Subsequent conversion stages have efficiencies of 95% and 89% for inversion (conversion of DC to AC) and transmission, respectively. External energy inputs are small. Indirect (material) inputs to the collection stage are comparatively large. We may now use these values to calculate the various efficiencies and energy ratios defined earlier for each of the collection (1), inversion (2) and transmission (3) stages and for the whole system (sys) [53] . The resulting efficiencies and ERRs are shown in Table 4 . Note that a traditional energy balance for the first process stage in this figure will result in more energy inputs than outputs. This is because the indirect consumption values I do not enter the spatial system boundary around a process (e.g., energy consumed to make steel for a solar panel frame is consumed offsite and therefore will not enter into a traditional energy balance with finite spatial boundaries). Since the production of the product does require the indirect energy consumption, it must be allocated to the processing stage of interest, despite the fact that it would not cross a traditional system boundary. 
Application of Mathematical form to a Generic Energy Processing Chain
An example energy processing chain is defined below and the NER and NEER are calculated. Changes in ERRs are investigated as a function of changes in the number of processing stages, the efficiency of each stage, and the changing efficiencies at different points in the processing chain. Figure 5 shows the reduction in principal energy flow F s as a function of processing stage s. In each stage s, all X ss = 0.05, while all other X f t,f =t =s = 0.01 (i.e., each processing stage is identical) and X 01 = 0. We see that by increasing the numbers of repeated identical energy processing stages, the final output F * n declines linearly and the NER declines more rapidly. This behavior should be expected: as the complexity of an energy extraction and conversion pathway increases (e.g., the number of intermediate processing stages increases) the overall system NER declines because the numerator is declining while the denominator is increasing. Figure 6 shows the effect of changing a processing stage efficiency at the beginning of a pathway and at the end of a pathway. From each stage there is a large backward flow to stage 1. As we can see, endpoint flow F * n declines more if the increased energy consumption occurs at the end of the processing chain. This is because increased consumption at the end of the processing chain is amplified into a larger required volume as it moves "back up" the processing chain. Returning to our example of the oil pathway, reducing gasoline consumption by 100 units reduces total primary energy consumption by more than 100 units due to the upstream burdens of supplying primary energy to extract and refine oil into gasoline. Figure 6 . Comparison of final energy output given changes in location of large processing energy input. Note that a processing intensive technology further in the processing chain results in less final energy output. Next, Figure 7 shows the effect of keeping the overall efficiency of each processing chain constant using the broadest efficiency metric η δ but substituting external energy consumption for internal. In this case, we see a divergence between NER and NEER, due to changing emphasis on internal and external sources of energy. The NEER becomes an increasingly less accurate metric of overall system consumption as a larger fraction of the energy is provided internally. 
Discussion of Formulation Limitations and Next Steps
The formulations derived here aim to provide rigorous frameworks for bottom-up ERRs. This is a step forward, as the specification of these ratios is often not stated explicitly by authors when calculating values of ERRs. Future work will investigate the alignment of our model with previously published standards for EROI methods and explore additional ERRs that have been proposed in the literature.
Limitations remain in generating robust, unambiguous figures for ERRs. External ERRs are uncertain due to the fact that each external energy source has its own associated pathway, with losses and processing stages similar to those in the pathway being analyzed. Stated differently, it is somewhat simplistic to separate out a single energy extraction and conversion pathway from others, because the NER of a given energy extraction and conversion pathway is dependent on the NER of all other input energy types that are directly and indirectly consumed in it. The application of hybrid-EIO methods from the life cycle analysis literature serves to address these concerns. Alternatively, a simultaneous multi-pathway model could be specified for all major energy extraction and conversion pathways. This would increase the complexity of the model significantly.
Second, life cycle ERRs suffer similar difficulties as life cycle analysis in general [32, 33] : system boundary truncation, uncertainty, co-product allocation, and others. The use of a hybrid-EIO LCA model addresses some of these concerns, but faces its own limitations [38] . For example, EIO-based models are inherently linear in scaling, they are static snapshots of a single period in time, and are limited by the granularity of the dataset underlying the model (in the Carnegie Mellon University EIO-LCA model, the economy is divided into ≈500 sectors, which limits the specificity with which indirect materials and services burdens can be modeled) [43] .
Third, the current model does not account for the quality of energy resources of different types. It sums all energy types by their thermal energy equivalents, and does not adjust for the thermodynamic quality or convenience of the resource. A useful extension of the model would be to adjust all flows by their thermodynamic quality (e.g., exergy) [57] or by the economic divisia index [58, 59] .
Next, in reality, all of these functions are dynamic and effectively correlated across years: the expenditure of energy embodied in steel allows for expansion of production or transformation in future years. Or in another case, a lower NER today can correspond to a higher NER in the future if capital investment is used to increase the efficiency of a process. In order to address this "auto-catalytic" dynamic aspect of the system, a much more complex dynamic model would be required. This is left as future work.
Fifth, the complexity of energy extraction and conversion pathways is typically greater than the simple linear pathway assumed here. For example, in an oil extraction and conversion pathway, after the refining stage, the resulting flows are separated and consumed in a variety of end-use sectors (e.g., LPG vs. bunker fuels used in international shipping). This results in a fragmentation of the pathway. One consistent approach to deal with this difficulty would be to generate a series of pathways, each defined by a different end-product energy type that is consumed by society.
Lastly, systems analysis of the sort practiced in NEA is subject to irreducible uncertainties associated with data availability, the complexity of energy extraction and conversion pathways, and the ever-shifting nature of energy technologies. Therefore any energy return ratio calculated is only an approximation, even if a specific and unambiguous calculation framework is used.
Appendix: Derivation of Multi-Stage, Single-Pathway Models
This appendix outlines in detail the derivation of the functional forms presented in Tables 1, 2 , and 3. In each model, two activities take place. In a processing stage some energy is consumed (or, more properly, the exergy contained in the energy is consumed, and the energy source is brought into equilibrium with the environment). At a distribution point no energy is consumed, but the flow of principal energy is divided for consumption elsewhere in the system.
Two Stage Pathways with Only Internal Consumption
The simplest pathway contains two processing stages that can only consume principal energy internally as it passes through the processing stages (see Figure 8 ). The energy balance across the processing stages are as follows:
where F terms are the principal energy flow that is being processed and X is self-energy consumed in the process (e.g., principal energy flow that is consumed within the processing stage). Flow X 01 will often not be used because the energy extracted cannot be used in the first process before it is harvested (e.g., crude oil in the ground cannot be used before it is lifted from the ground, or energy from sunlight must first be harvested before it can be used). Examples of X 01 include reservoir energy (pressure) used for lifting crude oil that is not part of the chemical energy content of the crude, or oil production processes based on in situ combustion. The energy balance across the distribution points are simple:
Efficiencies
It is useful to define an efficiency of conversion for the processing stages. η α is called the flow through efficiency because this simple model only considers principal energy flowing through the stages. It is defined as the ratio of useful energy outputs to total energy inputs:
Also, we can define a normalized fraction φ for the distribution point that represents how much of the principal energy stream leaves the distribution point to the next processing stage (as compared to being used for consumption elsewhere in the chain):
While these ratios are perhaps uninteresting in this simple case, they become useful in more complex cases.
Net Energy Ratio and Other Energy Return Ratios
We are now able to define the net energy ratio in terms of the absolute magnitudes of energy consumed
Note that these quantities are identical in the current case (they will diverge in more complex models below). Using our relationships derived above, NER and GER can also be defined in terms of our normalized quantities (efficiencies and distribution point fractional pass-through):
Although not needed here, we leave in the φ terms (=1) for congruence with later model versions. The gross energy ratio is defined similarly:
The external energy ratios are defined simply because there are no external inputs to our isolated system:
Two Stage Pathways with only Within-Pathway Consumption
The model above can be generalized to two stages that include within-pathway consumption, as shown in Figure 9 . The consideration of system boundaries discussed above is relevant here to the specification of the self consumption flow X. Note that we consider the output energy that is self-consumed by the process to be an external energy flow that leaves the system and then returns. In this case we follow the CERI convention in considering consumption of energy output from the process as external to the processing stage boundary [10] . 
Energy Balance
There are now two energy balance terms, one for each processing stage P :
Or, simplifying these equations:
These equations are dependent on each other (each contains (implicitly) F 1 ) and therefore must be solved simultaneously [60] .
The distribution points have the following energy balances:
6.2.2. Efficiencies η α is defined similarly as above:
. η β is also defined similarly as above:
The distribution fractional pass-through terms are defined as above:
Net Energy Ratio and Other Energy Return Ratios
Using the above η and φ terms, the GER and NER can now be defined easily in both flow formulation and efficiency formulation:
While η α 1 can be factored out of the numerator and denominator of the efficiency formulation, we leave it here because it is useful in the n-stage model for writing the model in compact notation. If we revert to the simpler formulation above (only internal consumption) then η β = η α and the NER and GER functions revert to their forms derived above. The external energy ratios are still not useful metrics due to the lack of external energy inputs:
One Pathway, n Stages
The above results can be generalized to an n−stage process (this derivation is as above), as shown in Figure 10 . Figure 10 . Energy production process with one pathway and n stages. For a given process stage s of the n total processes in the pathway:
or
With the exception of the last distribution point, the distribution points have energy balances such that:
while the last distribution point has the following energy balance:
Efficiencies and Normalized Quantities
Flow efficiency for stage s:
Downstream flow efficiencies are the product of the upstream flow efficiencies. This result is to be expected due to the cumulative losses from upstream stages affecting all downstream stages as well. For example, for the last stage n:
For all stages except the first, the consumptive efficiencies are defined as:
While the consumptive efficiency for the first stage is defined as:
Energy Return Ratios
Defining the NER and GER using absolute magnitudes is straightforward:
We can generalize to n-stages using our efficiency based notation:
In this case, note that we define a special term φ 0 for allowing compact notation. In this case, φ 0 represents the fraction of incoming raw energy that enters the first process, and is equal to 1 in all cases. That is, we assume that raw energy cannot be diverted to be used in other process stages before it is produced using the first process stage. This is despite the fact that some raw energy can be used in the production of raw energy (e.g., oil field pressure consumed in producing oilfield fluids).
This derivation shows the expected result that ERRs are a function only of the efficiencies of processes η, and the number of conversion processes, as should be expected. Intuitively, the more energy conversions applied between the primary energy resource and the final energy type, the less efficient the entire conversion pathway (assuming all else equal).
As should be expected, the NEER and GEER from above do not change and are undefined (equivalently = ∞).
One Pathway, n Stages, with External Energy Inputs
Given that each energy processing sector does not exist in isolation from all other sectors, allowance must be made for external energy inputs (e.g., energy inputs from other principal flows and pathways than the one currently under consideration). One example would be the use of coal-fired electricity in the production of PV solar panels.
An illustration of adding external energy inputs is shown in Figure 11 . Figure 11 . Energy production process with one pathway and n stages and external energy inputs from outside the production pathway. For process s of the n total processes in the single energy sector: For a general process stage:
where there are m other indirect energy inputs types E, defined with a counter index p ∈ 1, . . . , m. Because we assume (as above) that external energy inputs are not incorporated into the main process flow, all external energy consumed E must leave as waste heat:
This assumption may limit the ability to accurately model some pathways. For example, energy from purchased natural gas finds its way into the crude oil stream. In most cases, this simplification will not have a major effect of the EROI, and neglecting this possibility simplifies the formulation considerably. Future work can address this issue.
Efficiencies
The flow efficiency remains as above. The consumptive efficiency now becomes (all stages except stage 1):
and the first stage η γ can be defined as shown above from the energy balance.
Net Energy Ratio
The NER and GER in flow formulation change to include external energy inputs:
Or, in efficiency notation notation by simply replacing η β with η γ :
The GEER and NEER can now be defined in both flow and efficiency notation because external energy inputs now exist: Figure 12 shows for the first time a differentiation between final energy use to the rest of society and final energy use consumed indirectly in the energy sector itself (called indirect consumption). This indirect consumption arises because energy is required to supply the external energy inputs and materials consumed in the processing stages. In general, indirect consumption can arise from two sources:
1. Indirect consumption of all energy types due to external energy consumption; 2. Indirect consumption of all energy types due to materials consumption in the energy system. Additionally, this indirect consumption has two effects on energy ratios:
1. Indirect consumption of all energy types must be added to the denominator of the NER, GER and EER equivalents;
2. Indirect consumption of the principal energy flow must be subtracted from that energy available due to the production process (e.g., must be removed from the numerator of the ratios).
Indirect consumption is difficult to model. Economic input-output (EIO) based life cycle assessment (EIO-LCA) has been used to track these direct and indirect consumptive factors [38] . Including these shifts our model system boundaries from being a purely "bottom-up" process model to a "hybrid" process-EIO model, or a hybrid EROI calculation. Indirect consumption is included in our model with symbol I. It can occur due to production of materials and energy, and therefore there is a different number of indirect consumption sources (q total) than external energy inputs.
After the total amount of energy consumed is increased through indirect consumption, the amount of this indirect energy that comes from our pathway of interest must be removed from the numerator. That is, indirect consumption not only increases the total amount of energy consumed but also reduces the useful output energy available to the rest of society. For example, in an oil pathway model, we must remove the amount of gasoline and diesel from F * n that were consumed (indirectly) in the production of coal and natural gas that were consumed as external energy in our pathway, as well as any gasoline and diesel consumed to make the steel used in our process stages. Again, a hybrid process-EIO would be a methodology to use here. We consider the term r i the fraction of indirect energy that is derived from our pathway of interest. This fractional consumption value is dependent on the action of the economy. In our simplified case, the total primary energy shares in the economy are used. For example, if 40% of total primary energy supply to society comes from oil (r i = 0.4), 40% of the energy burden of cement or other material input embodied energy can be removed from the useful oil output. More rigorously, economic input output analysis could be used to generate a sector-specific breakdown between energy inputs to a type of material input [38] . This rigorous approach is an application of a "hybrid" process-model EIO-LCA approach to material flow accounting. As an example of the deviation from economy-wide averages, while oil represents approximately 40% of total primary energy supply, it only represents some 15% of the energy inputs per dollar of output from the cement industry [38] . We leave the mathematical treatment of that problem for future work.
Energy Balance
Because indirect energy is consumed offsite and (generally) at a different time than the operation of the process, for process s of the n total processes in the single energy sector the energy balance does not change: I cs (55) The efficiency of the first stage is defined analogously to the above derivation.
Net Energy Ratio and Gross Energy Ratio
Similarly to above, the NER must change to account for the fact that the useful energy that the non-energy sector portions of the economy can access are less than the output from the final stage F n , due to indirect consumption of the final energy product during materials manufacture. For example, if production pathway being analyzed produces oil, any oil consumed in making cement and steel for oil field facilities should be subtracted from F n . (59) 
N ER
